RAS RAF RAP
(So Learn Pharm)
to 'Jump Around'
by House of Pain
(L. Gudas, Feb. 2000; Rap Consultant, Greg Wagner)

Here we are, second years, let us begin
We came to teach, sleep in class it’s a sin
We won’t slack up so you better get up
If you cut class yo your quiz grades will be low
Wake up, sit up, c’mon hold your heads up
If you like Pharm then you’ll come to no harm
Receptors, channels, pharmacokinetics
Doses, agonists, pharmacodynamics
Read it, learn it, lots of drugs now
We got more drugs than there’s room in your brain for
Listen class, cause we got the lists of the drugs you must know for
the Boards and the quiz
We’re here to teach Pharm, We’re here to teach Pharm, so go to
Weill Med to learn Pharm
Pharm, Pharm…….

Here are some drugs so learn what they do
Bind to receptors, change cell millieu
Activate rho and ras and raf too
Activate kinases, not just a few
Drugs for cancer, hypertension too
Drugs for acne, depression and the flu.
Drugs for pain, diabetes and arthritis,
Drugs for AIDS but…too few
Messengers are the name of the game
Side Effects, well they’re a big pain
Bcr and jun fos sos, grb, shc
Elk and abl ras vav rap and myc
P53,p53,p53 and Rb

You’re the cream of the crop
And we won’t stop
Until you know your drugs and finish on top
Start with ampicillin and acetominophen
End with Vioxx, and valium.
Then Viagra and Zoloft too
Vincristine, verapamil to name just a few

Now here’s the man who leads the way
So listen to what he has to say..

Sung by TONY GOTTO (A.K.A. PHATT LIPID DADDY):
My name is Lil Daddy I’m the Dean of the School
And when I speak, my word is rule
I came from Texas to lead this school
you better study hard or you’ll look like a fool.

Learn these drugs and study hard you see
And soon you’ll be an MD like me…

